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Metal catalyzed carbon-carbon (C–C) bond formation is one of the important reactions in pharmacy and in organic chemistry. In the present study, the electron and hole capture dynamics of a lithium-benzene sandwich complex, expressed by Li(Bz)₂, have been investigated by means of direct ab-initio molecular dynamics method. Following the electron capture of Li(Bz)₂, the structure of [Li(Bz)₂]⁻ was drastically changed: Bz–Bz parallel form was rapidly fluctuated as a function of time, and a new C–C single bond was formed in the C₁–C′₁ position of Bz–Bz interaction system. In the hole capture, the intermolecular vibration between Bz–Bz rings was only enhanced. The mechanism of C–C bond formation in the electron capture was discussed on the basis of theoretical results. © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4906944]

I. INTRODUCTION

Transition metal catalyzed carbon-carbon (C–C) bond formation reaction is one of the most powerful methods in synthetic organic chemistry. Especially, the cross-coupling reactions have provided a great impetus to modern organic synthesis. According to the proposed mechanisms of these cross-coupling reactions, the reaction is initiated by the oxidative insertion of palladium (0) into a carbon-halogen bond of the aryl halide used as substrate and forming a palladium (II) intermediate. This step is followed by the coupling of reactants, reductive elimination of the newly formed coupled product, and regeneration of the palladium (0) center. For these cross-coupling reactions, ligands with soft donor sites are often required in order to stabilize the palladium (0) state and also to satisfy the vacant coordination sites of the palladium (II) intermediate. Bulky arylphosphines are particularly popular as soft ligands for these reactions. Thus, the multiple steps need to obtain the C–C bond formation.

In the present study, the electron and hole capture processes of lithium-benzene sandwich complex Li(Bz)₂ were investigated by means of direct ab-initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) method. The reactions are expressed by

$$\text{Li(Bz)}_2 + e^- \rightarrow [\text{Li}^- (\text{Bz})_2]_{\text{ver}} \rightarrow \text{product},$$
$$\text{Li(Bz)}_2 + \text{hole} \rightarrow [\text{Li}^+(\text{Bz})_2]_{\text{ver}} \rightarrow \text{product},$$

where [Li⁺(Bz)₂]ver means a transient Li⁺(Bz)₂ species formed at a vertical electron capture and ionization point from Li(Bz)₂. We found that the C–C bond formation reaction directly proceeds after the electron capture of Li(Bz)₂.

Charge and discharge processes of lithium in graphite layer are of considerable interest because the processes are correlated strongly with the nature of lithium secondary battery. The Li⁺(Bz)₂ complex is the smallest sized-model of Li-graphite systems. The structures and electronic states of the complexes are the topics of several gas phase experiments and computational studies.

Amicangile and Armentrout determined a lithium affinity of benzene molecule using threshold collision—induced dissociation method: Li⁺ + C₆H₆ → Li⁺(C₆H₆) + 1.65 ± 0.14 eV. The computational studies indicate that the lithium affinity of C₆H₆ (denoted by Bz) is calculated in the range of 1.40-1.90 eV. In case of Li atom, the dissociation energy was calculated to be 0.85 eV. The layer distances of Li(C₆H₆) and Li⁺(Bz) are 4.504 and 3.842 Å, respectively. Denis and Iribarne investigated the interaction system of benzene-Lithium 1:1 complexes using ab initio calculations. They found that benzene-Li 1:1 complex has two electronic states: ionic and non-ionic states. The ionic state is 1.8 kcal/mol lower in energy than that of non-ionic state. Thus, the static structures and electronic structures of Li(Bz)₂ systems are well understood experimentally and theoretically. However, details of charge and discharge processes are scarcely known. Therefore, the investigation of the reaction dynamics of Li(Bz)₂ provides information on the charge-discharge process of lithium battery.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

Static ab-initio calculations were carried out using Gaussian 09 program package using 6-31+G(d), 6-31G(d,p), 6-311++G(d,p), and 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis sets. The geometries and energies were obtained by Möller–Plesset perturbation (MP2) theory and the long range corrected version of B3LYP using the Coulomb-attenuating (CAM-B3LYP) methods. The atomic charge was calculated by means of natural population analysis (NPA) method. Self consistent reaction field (SCRF) method was applied to the energy calculations.
TABLE I. Optimized parameters of Li(Bz)$_2$ and total energies ($E_{\text{total}}$ in a.u.) calculated at several levels of theory. Bond lengths and angles are in Å and in degrees, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>MP2/6-311++G(d,p)</th>
<th>MP2/6-31+G(d)</th>
<th>CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)</th>
<th>CAM-B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)</th>
<th>CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,3pd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>3.633</td>
<td>3.599</td>
<td>3.730</td>
<td>3.715</td>
<td>3.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$</td>
<td>3.633</td>
<td>3.599</td>
<td>3.730</td>
<td>3.715</td>
<td>3.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_3$</td>
<td>2.299</td>
<td>2.294</td>
<td>2.331</td>
<td>2.320</td>
<td>2.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>104.4</td>
<td>103.3</td>
<td>106.3</td>
<td>106.3</td>
<td>106.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{total}}$</td>
<td>$-470.6418$</td>
<td>$-470.4081$</td>
<td>$-471.8317$</td>
<td>$-471.7807$</td>
<td>$-471.8697$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

calculation of solute of Li(Bz)$_2$ in the presence of solvents to estimate the solvation energy.

In the direct AIMD calculation,$^{27-30}$ first, the geometry of neutral Li(Bz)$_2$ was optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level. From the optimized geometry, we carried out the direct AIMD calculation under constant total energy condition. In addition to the trajectory from the equilibrium point, we generated geometries around the equilibrium point randomly and selected 10 geometries with the energy difference lower than 1.0 kcal/mol from the equilibrium point of Li(Bz)$_2$. First, we generated randomly several geometries around the equilibrium geometry. Next, the total energies and energy difference from the equilibrium point were calculated. Among them, the ten geometries having smaller energy difference than 1.0 kcal/mol were selected.

The trajectories on the ionic state potential energy surfaces were run on the assumption of vertical ionization or vertical electron capture from the neutral state. The trajectory calculations of the ionic states were performed under constant total energy condition at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level. The equation of motion was solved by the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time step of 0.2 fs. The drifts of total energies
were less than $1.0 \times 10^{-2}$ kcal/mol in all of the trajectory calculations. No symmetry restriction was applied to the calculation of the energy gradients. The AIMD calculations were carried out using handmade code developed by our group.

III. RESULTS

A. Structure of Li(Bz)$_2$ neutral complex

First, the sandwich complex of Li(Bz)$_2$ was fully optimized at the several levels of theory. The optimized geometrical parameters are given in Table I, while the structure obtained at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level is given in Figure 1. The carbon-carbon distances between benzene rings were close to $R_1 = R_2 = 3.633$ Å at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level. The other level of theory gave the similar geometrical parameters. The distance of Li from the carbon atom of Bz is 2.299 Å.

B. Electron capture dynamics

Time propagation of potential energy of the system (Li$^-$(Bz)$_2$) following the electron capture is given in Figure 2. After the electron capture of Li(Bz)$_2$, the energy decreased rapidly to $-1.8$ kcal/mol at 5 fs due to the rapid structural stabilization of Li$^-$(Bz)$_2$. Immediately, the energy fluctuated periodically with the time period of 55 fs. The reaction dynamics of [Li$^-$(Bz)$_2$]$_{\text{vac}}$ can be divided into two time regions (see dotted line in Fig. 2): one is a time region from zero to 300 fs and that from 300 to 700 fs. At the first time region from zero to 300 fs (denoted by region-I), the structure of Li$^-$(Bz)$_2$ fluctuated as keeping the sandwich structure, while the distance between rings ($R_1$) fluctuated periodically with vibrational energy of 330 cm$^{-1}$ after the electron capture. After 300 fs (region-II), the potential energy and inter-plane distance were suddenly changed: potential energy is changed from $-3.5$ to $-15.5$ kcal/mol, and the inter-plane distance ($R_1$) was shortened from 3.0 to 1.5 Å. This drastic change is caused by the single C–C bond formation between two benzene rings. Thus, the potential energy was drastically changed at time region from 300 to 400 fs. At 420 fs, the energy reached to its lowest point (point d).

The time evolution of bond distance between benzene rings ($R_1$) is given in Fig. 2(b). The inter-plane distance of
Li(Bz)$_2$ was 3.628 Å at time zero. After the electron capture, the distance varied with a time period of 100 fs, and the amplitude was 0.25 Å. At 320 fs, the benzene rings approached each other, and then the distance reached 1.50 Å at 420 fs. This drastic change indicates that a new C–C single bond is spontaneously formed after the electron capture of Li(Bz)$_2$.

Snapshots of Li($^-$(Bz)$_2$) following the electron capture of neutral system are illustrated in Figure 3. The structure at time zero corresponds to [Li($^-$(Bz)$_2$)$_{ver}$ (the structure at the vertical point). The intermolecular distances were $R_1 = 3.628$ Å, $R_2 = 3.629$ Å, and $R_3 = 2.309$ Å. The NPA charges on Li, (Bz)$_a$, and (Bz)$_b$ were $+0.58$, $-0.79$, and $-0.79$, respectively. This result indicates that an excess electron is mainly distributed on the benzene rings. At time $t = 198$ fs (point b), the distances of C–C bond were slightly shortened ($R_1 = 3.404$ Å and $R_2 = 3.331$ Å). However, the whole structure of Li(Bz)$_2$ was close to that at time zero.

The structure of Li($^-$(Bz)$_2$) was drastically changed at 386 fs (point c): the C–C bond distances were $R_1 = 2.285$ Å and $R_2 = 3.930$ Å, and the C–Li distance was $R_3 = 2.118$ Å. At final stage of the reaction (429 fs), the C–C single bond was newly formed as the geometrical parameters ($R_1 = 1.615$ Å, $R_2 = 4.309$ Å, and $R_3 = 2.172$ Å). The dynamics calculation showed that the new C–C bond ($R_1$) is spontaneously formed by the electron capture of Li(Bz)$_2$ at the equilibrium point.

Time evolution of bond population between C$_1$ and C$_2$ atoms ($P_{12}$) is given in Figure 4. At time zero, the population $P_{12}$ was close to zero (0.08). At time region-I (0-300 fs), $P_{12}$ was almost constant and was small value ($P_{12} = 0.08-0.13$). The value of $P_{12}$ increased suddenly from 300 to 430 fs and reached to $P_{12} = 0.37$ at final stage of reaction (430 fs). These results indicate that the C–C single bond is directly formed after the electron capture of Li(Bz)$_2$.

C. Effects of initial structures on the reaction dynamics

In Secs. I and II, the regular stacking form of Li(Bz)$_2$ was considered as the initial structure in the direct AIMD calculation. In this section, a distorted stacking form of Li(Bz)$_2$ was examined to elucidate the effects of distorted angle from the regular stacking form on the reaction time. Figure 5 (right) shows the structures of regular and distorted stacking forms of Li(Bz)$_2$. In the distorted stacking form, the distorted angle between benzene rings is 30° shifted from each other as shown in Figure 5 (C$_2$ symmetry).

The results of electron capture dynamics of distorted stacking form were given in Figure 5. The result of the regular stacking form is plotted by dashed curve for comparison. The new C–C bond was formed at 400 fs in the regular stacking...
D. Hole capture dynamics

Time evolution of potential energy of the system Li+\((\text{benzene})_2\) following the hole capture (ionization) of Li(Bz)\(_2\) is given in Figure 6. At short time propagation, the potential energy decreased to \(-1.8\) kcal/mol due to the fast deformation of skeleton of benzene rings (~5 fs).

After the first structural stabilization, the potential energy of Li+\((\text{benzene})_2\) periodically fluctuated with several spikes. The time period of the long periodic vibration was estimated to be ca. 200 fs. Figure 6(b) shows time evolution of the C–C bond distance between benzene rings of Li+\((\text{benzene})_2\). The C–C bond distance between benzene planes fluctuated in the range of 3.6-4.4 Å. The structure of Li+\((\text{benzene})_2\) largely fluctuated: the time evolution of distance corresponds to a frequency of 105 cm\(^{-1}\). The distance was 3.62 Å at time zero. After the hole capture, the distance increased rapidly and reached to the maximum value (4.40 Å) at 197 fs, and then, the distance was shortened to the 3.62 Å at 320 fs. Thus, the ionization of Li(Bz)\(_2\) causes the periodic fluctuation of sandwich structure of Li(Bz)\(_2\).

Time evolution of bond population between C\(_1\) and C\(_2\) atoms (P\(_{12}\)) after the hole capture was given in the supplementary material (see Figure S6). At time zero, the population P\(_{12}\) was close to zero (−0.001). At time region of 100-200 fs, P\(_{12}\) was changed to positive. However, the value was almost zero during the reaction. These results indicate that the C–C single bond is not formed after the hole capture of Li(Bz)\(_2\).

E. Energy diagram of electron capture process

The energy diagrams of electron capture processes of Li(Bz)\(_2\) in gas phase and in acetonitrile are given in Figure 7. The zero level of energy in Fig. 7 corresponds to the total energies of reactants of Li(Bz)\(_2\) in gas and in liquid phases. The vertical electron capture point in gas phase, [Li+\((\text{Bz})_2\)]\(_{\text{ver}}\), was 35.8 kcal/mol higher in energy than that of zero level. On the other hand, [Li+\((\text{Bz})_2\)]\(_{\text{ver}}\) in acetonitrile was 29.0 kcal/mol lower in energy than that of zero level. The results indicate that the electron affinity of Li(Bz)\(_2\) becomes a positive in acetonitrile, and the electron capture process of Li(Bz)\(_2\) takes place easily without activation barrier in liquid phase (acetonitrile).

After the electron capture of Li(Bz)\(_2\) in gas phase, the energy of [Li+\((\text{Bz})_2\)]\(_{\text{ver}}\) decreased largely due to the structural relaxation from [Li+\((\text{Bz})_2\)]\(_{\text{ver}}\) to pre-complex (pre-comp). The parallel form of [Li+\((\text{Bz})_2\)]\(_{\text{ver}}\) was changed to the deformed form: the C–C bond distance between benzene planes was changed from 3.633 to 2.448 Å after the structural deformation. We found a transition state (TS) leading to the product state (PD). The inter-plane distances of TS and PD were calculated to be R\(_1\) = 2.114 and 1.634 Å at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level, which is significantly shorter than [Li+\((\text{Bz})_2\)]\(_{\text{ver}}\) (3.633 Å).

The structural deformation of [Li+\((\text{Bz})_2\)]\(_{\text{ver}}\) causes a large stabilization energy (28.9 kcal/mol). Further deformation leads to TS of C–C bond formation of Li+\((\text{Bz})_2\). The activation energy of TS from pre-complex was 2.5 kcal/mol. The PD was 29.4 kcal/mol more stable than the energy level of [Li+\((\text{Bz})_2\)]\(_{\text{ver}}\). Hence, the C–C bond formation proceeds spontaneously after the electron capture of Li(Bz)\(_2\). The vibrational frequency calculation of TS showed one imaginary
frequency corresponding to the reaction for the C–C bond formation (227 i cm$^{-1}$). Details of the structure of TS, intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC), and energy diagram are given in the supplementary material (see Figures S2, S3, and S4).

The energy diagram of electron capture process in liquid phase was given in Fig. 7 (lower). The energy level of vertical electron capture point was 29.0 kcal/mol lower than that of zero level, indicating that the electron affinity of Li(Bz)$_2$ is positive in acetonitrile. The energy levels of pre-comp, TS, and PD were calculated to be $-32.6$, $-32.0$, and $-36.2$ kcal/mol. The shape of potential energy was composed of down-hill type. These results suggest that the benzene dimerization takes place easily in acetonitrile.

F. Energy diagram of hole capture process

The energy diagram of hole capture process of Li(Bz)$_2$ is given in Figure 8. The ionization potential of Li(Bz)$_2$ was calculated to be 5.46 eV, which is larger than that of free Li atom (5.34 eV). The vertical ionization point [RC$^+$]$_{ver}$ is 81.7 kcal/mol higher in energy than zero level. The ionization potential of Li atom was calculated to be 5.34 eV. The structure of [RC$^+$]$_{ver}$ will be relaxed to the stable form of Li$^+$ (Bz)$_2$. The stabilization energy was calculated to be 4.3 kcal/mol, and the inter-plane distance was elongated from 3.643 to 3.880 Å.

G. Reaction mechanism

The orbital interaction of Li and benzene molecules is illustrated in Figure 9. First, the lithium and benzene 1:1
complex was considered, and the structure was fully optimized at the MP2/6-31+G(d) level. Schematic illustration of the structure and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of [Li(Bz)]− shows that the structure of [Li(Bz)]− has a boat form where lithium is located in the center of benzene ring. The HOMO is mainly localized in 1 and 4 carbon sites of benzene ring of [Li(Bz)]−. When the second benzene molecule approaches the [Li(Bz)]−, the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of benzene molecule directly interacts with the HOMO of [Li(Bz)2]−. This interaction makes the new C–C single bond and the benzene dimerization proceeds smoothly without activation energy. Profile of potential energy shows a downhill type (Fig. 7): the C–C bond formation takes place spontaneously without the activation barrier.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison with previous experiment

Cooper and co-workers experimentally showed that dimerization of benzene molecules occurred by electrochemical two-electron reduction of C6H6(Mn(CO)3)+. The reaction is schematically given in Figure 10. In the dimerization complex, the benzene molecules are connected by a C–C single bond. The mechanism of dimerization of C6H6(Mn(CO)3)+ is easily explained in terms of the present model. X-ray diffraction data of the dimer showed the C–C bond length between two benzene rings is 1.547 Å. This value is in reasonable agreement with the present calculations (1.634 Å).

B. Solvent effects on the electron capture process

Lithium atom has a positive electron affinity (0.68 eV) in gas phase. The calculation used in the present study also gave the positive electron affinity of Li atom: 0.29 eV at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level. On the other hand, the electron affinity of Li(Bz)2 showed a negative electron affinity due to the fact that the diffusive valence orbital of Li− injected into the narrow space composed of two benzene rings. This result indicates that the reaction

\[
\text{Li(Bz)2} + e^{-} \rightarrow \text{Li}^{-} \text{(Bz)2} \quad \text{(1)}
\]

is essentially endothermic in gas phase.

To search the experimental condition in which reaction (1) proceeds exothermic, several solvents were examined for the calculation of electron affinity of Li(Bz)2, and the energy differences were calculated at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>EA/eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None (in vacuo)</td>
<td>−1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetonitrile</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimethyl sulfoxide</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrahydrofuran</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The energies of reaction (1) calculated in several solvents are given in Table II. In gas phase without solvent, the electron affinity of Li(Bz)₂ is −1.55 eV (negative). On the other hand, all electron affinities of Li(Bz)₂ in liquid phase showed positive values in the range of 1.0–1.29 eV. These results suggest that reaction (1) proceeds exothermic in several polar solvents.

C. Remarks

In the present study, the electron and hole capture processes of Li(Bz)₂ were investigated by means of direct AIMD method. This molecule is a smallest-sized model of lithium-graphite system. The calculations showed that the electron capture causes an attractive force between benzene rings, whereas the hole capture causes weak repulsive force. In actual system, the size of graphite is significantly larger than the present system. Hence, the electron capture does not give to the direct C–C bond formation. To elucidate the limitation of C–C bond formation, the larger sized-model will be needed.

In the present study, we considered only one structure of Li(Bz)₂; i.e., the sandwich structure of Li(Bz)₂. To search the other stable structure of Li(Bz)₂, several initial geometries were examined in the geometry optimization. We found one isomer of Li(Bz)₂, and the structure was given in the supplementary material (see Fig. S5). The Li⁺ atom was located on the benzene plane of benzene dimer. The total energies of this form are, however, less stable by 22.1 kcal/mol than Li(Bz)₂, indicating that the most stable form is Li(Bz)₂ obtained from the direct AIMD calculation.

The trajectory of the reaction does not always proceed via the intermediate region. In addition, a reaction may not progress by thermal equilibrium. The present electron capture reaction occurred together with the generation of large heat of reaction. This suggests the possibility that the reaction proceeds in a nonequilibrium state. In the case of such a nonequilibrium reaction, the direct AIMD calculation becomes a powerful tool to elucidate the reaction mechanism. The direct AIMD calculation provides the time scale of the reaction and provides a reaction path to reach the product directly. Hence, we carried out the direct AIMD calculation in the present study. In the present system, the trajectory reached directly the product state and the lifetime of the pre-complex was negligibly small.

D. Conclusion

In the present study, the electron and hole capture dynamics of a lithium-benzene sandwich complex, expressed by Li(Bz)₂, have been investigated by means of direct AIMD method. Following the electron capture of Li(Bz)₂, the structure of [Li(Bz)₂]⁻ was drastically changed: Bz–Bz parallel form was rapidly deformed and a new C–C single bond was formed in the C₁–C₁' position of Bz–Bz interaction system. In the hole capture, the intermolecular vibration between Bz–Bz rings was only enhanced. The mechanism of C–C bond formation in the electron capture was discussed on the basis of theoretical results.
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